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"The Newbies Guide to Airstreaming" is designed to give new Airstream owners a "quick start" to

traveling, camping, owning and enjoying their shiny Airstream travel trailer. If you've recently

acquired an Airstream, are planning to get one, or have owned one but have questions, this is the

book for you! The "Newbies Guide" is filled with succinct, practical and tested answers to the most

commonly-asked questions and typical new owner challenges, so that you can get up to speed as

quickly as possible. The book has sections on all kinds of "newbie" topics: understanding all the

systems, camping, towing, solar & generators, maintenance, winterizing, simple repairs (like

changing tires), packing, backing, dumping, filling, winter travel, Internet, cleaning, tools, myths, and

a few sample checklists. The book also includes over 30 illustrations, and the eight-page "Jargon

Guide," with definitions of commonly used Airstreaming terms. The "Newbies Guide" is a must-have

for any new Airstream owner, and it makes a very thoughtful "Airstream warming" gift.
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Certain negative reviews here on  almost convinced me not to get this book...don't pay attention to

them. Let's start with a little review on the definition of "newbie" since it appears that some of us

need some brushing up on basic terminology: "A newbie is a newcomer to anything." This is a

fantastic introduction for newbies to Airstreaming, and for basic RV'ing in general. I grew up tent

camping and backpacking, so I've never done the "trailer thing". Since I'm pushing my Jubilee year

(50), and my back is not capable of throwing heavy gear around anymore, my wife and I finally

fulfilled a dream and bought a 2013 23D FlyingCloud. I needed something to get me up to speed



(quickly!) and this is the perfect book (and it's very inexpensive, too!) You couldn't ask for a better

intro. Now I can move on to other more in-depth books if I choose, but I'm so glad I bought this one.

Why people who already know how to do all this stuff would even buy a newbie book is a mystery I'll

take to my grave. Such inaccurate reviews are a disservice to us newbies, and misleading.

What's GAWR, GVWR, LAC, LPG, AC, DC,...Buy The Newbies Guide to Airstreaming from .com,

and learn before you look "less informed" in front of your camping friends. This book positively

answered sooo many questions I had about my recently purchaed Argosy. The Newbies Guide to

Airstreaming takes you on a tour: walks you around your newly purchaed unit pointing out what is

behind each door, tells you what function that part performs and how you should use it and what

connects to it. The book takes you under your unit for a description of all those strange boxes,

wires, hoses, and jacks; it describes vents on the roof as well as other must-haves. Oh yeah, it even

tells you where to find weight capacities on tow vehicle and unit. It gives informed check lists which

are crucial to happy camping, tells you how to avoid disasters, or even minor irritations, and has a

whole section on good maintenance advice. I would say the arthor left nothing out and I highly

recommend this book for ANYONE, Newbies or Not, to have and to hold until death do you part.

"Newbies Guide" is small, compact, and the costs is minimal weighted against its headache-saving

value--about $13.00. Besides, you can read this and LOOK LIKE A PRO. Happy camping, y'all!

This was a lot more practical and helpful than the Airstream manuals. I had the introductory training

at the RV center with the Airstream folks and took 22 pages of notes and with this very nice book...

everything was reinforced and some incredibly good suggestions and lists! (Especially helpful as I

am doing this all alone with my Airstream... just me and the "silver bullet".... even my horses like the

Airstream... then line up along the fence and take naps when I in it and learning and organizing...

just got a Honda generator... My "fans" on the other side of the fence were very interested in what

"Mom" was doing... :) Great book... recommend it for "first time" Airstreamers!

Really basic, and if you've ever RV traveled in any manner you really don't need it. But, its nicely

written, easy to cover in a couple of hours, and will reinforce that you already know everything

necessary if you have that basic RVing experience. If you don't have basic RV experience it will fill

you in enough to be comfortable. It lacks references that allow readers to research specific topics

that interest them - I find references very useful and expect to find them in "guide" type books.



This is a good little book to go over the basics of RV life not only for airstream. Lots of tips and

tricks. Some would say that Airstream users are snobbish about other brands of trailers. I believe if

you put the money into a trailer that is built better than wood walls covered in aluminum or steel

siding then you should be proud of what you have.I purchased this book as a guide to assist during

the shopping process of a airstream. Lots of great info.

This is a great book! We have read it through and have learned lots of information about our new

Airstream. The book is very helpful and puts the information in a way that is easy to understand.

Thank you!

This is a great book for anyone who is new to Airstreaming or thinking about purchasing an

Airstream. It is written in a lighthearted, very easy to read style. It will definitely be a fixture in my

new Airstream (when it arrives). Some have commented that it is too basic or does not cover

enough that is Airstream specific. It is a perfect resource for me because I am new to RV camping. I

have spent months reading the Air Forums to learn about Airstreams before taking the plunge of

purchasing one. This book pulls together much of the best tips and advice I have read on the

forums in one easy to read, handy reference.I am also reading Rich Luhr's book The (nearly)

Complete Guide to Airstream Maintenance and, while there is a little overlap, it goes into much

greater depth on maintaining your trailer and will be one of my "go to" books for keeping my new

silver friend healthy.
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